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In this paper we shall show that the four-dimensional unimodular group 
over the finite field of odd characteristic q is characterized by the structure 
of the centralizer of an element of order 2. Let H, denote the centralizer in 
L.&J) of an involution contained in the center of an &-subgroup of L,(q). Our 
characterization is given by the following: 
THEOREM. Let G be a finite group of even order with the following properties: 
(a) G has no subgroup of index 2; 
(b) G contains an involution t such that the centralizer Co(t) = H of t 
in G is isomorphic to H, . 
Then G is isomorphic to L4(q). 
The method of our proof is the familiar one. Briefly we aim to construct a 
subgroup of G which is a (B, N)-pair in the sense of Tits and finally to show 
that this subgroup is G itself. It turns out that the information needed for 
the construction can be obtained by the study of the fusion of involutions. 
Since these involutions fuse differently when q = -1 (mod 4) and when 
q = 1 (mod 4), it appears best to treat the two cases separately for the sake of 
clarity but at the expense of some repetition. 
As is often the case with this type of work, a detailed knowledge of the 
structure of H, is essential. We shall freely use results on the structure of H,, 
without proof, which are essentially simple deductions from Dickson’s list 
of all subgroups of L,(q). Our arguments are group theoretic but rely on 
character theory implicitly via the work of Gorenstein-Walter [4]. 
The notation is standard. See for example, Gorenstein’s book [3]. The 
symbols N(X) and C(X) shall denote the normalizer and centralizer, respec- 
tively, in the group G of the theorem of some subset X of G. 
1. STRUCTURE OF THE GROUP H, 
Let P be a four-dimensional vector space over the finite field F, where q is 
odd. We shall identify a linear transformation of 7 with the corresponding 
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matrix in terms of a fixed basis of P. For every x E SL(2, q), let xi’, xg’ denote 
the matrices 







is an involution in SL(4, q). Let H,’ denote the group of matrices (aij) in 
SL(4, q) which commute projectively with to’, i.e., 
(% j)-l t((ai j) t,’ E z(sL(49 Q)), 
the center of SL(4, q). It is easy to see that H,’ is a splitting extension of 
Z,,’ Y L,’ by a dihedral group (u’, w’) of order 2(q - 1) where 
X a primitive element of F, . 
Form the factor group H, = H,‘/Z(SL(4, q)) which clearly is the centralizer 
in L,(q) of the involution t, = t,‘Z(SL(4, q)). In the natural homomorphism 
of H,’ onto H, , let the images of Li’, x’ be Li , x, respectively, where x’ E H,‘. 
Let q = pf, q - 1 = 2md, q + 1 = 2Be where d and e are odd. When 
q = -1 (mod4), 01 = 1, B 2 2, I Z(SL(4, q))l = 2 and I H, I = 
(q-l)3q2(q+1)2.Whenq~l(mod4),ol~2,~=1,jZ(SL(4,q))~=4 
and/H,l=~(q-l)3q2(q+l)2.C p om aring the order of H, with that of 
L,(q), to is indeed an involution contained in the center of an S,-subgroup 
of L*(q)- 







Set cd2 = ~(~~24, c2 = zqu, 8, = u8,u, 1 = (w~cL~o~;~)~~-‘, n2 = (9~;~)2”~‘, 
n = (cY1a2)2u-1. The symbols introduced in this section shall keep their 
meaning throughout the paper. 
2. THE CASE q = ---I (mod 4). 
Here we have 01 = I, /3 3 2, and H, is a splitting extension of the central 
product LlL2 (i.e., [L, ,L,] = 1, L, n L, = to) by the dihedral group (u, w). 
From now on we shall identify H, with H = C,(t), the centralizer of t in G 
in the theorem. Hence t, = t. 
(2.1.1) S,-subgroup of H 
It is well-known that GL(2, s), where 4 r= -1 (mod 4), contains elements 
X, y with O(X) = 2(q $ I), O(y) = 2 and det(x) = det(y) = -1 such 
that (x,y> satisfies the relation yxy = x*. Therefore (x”,y) has order 
2B+2 and is a 5’,-subgroup of GL(2,q). We check thaty-lx”y = (A+)” = (A+)~‘-~ 
since 4 := 28 - 1 (mod 2B+1) and so (x”, y) is a semidihedral group. We may 
choose x such that 
cv28-Je _ i O ‘1 --I 0 and 
Let /?I be the image in H, of the following matrix in H;: 
Set fi2 = &u, bi = /3fe, ZI = ZU(*-~)/~, di = ~$3~~ (; = 1, 2). We compute 
that O(b,) = 28, O(dJ = 4 and that the following relations hold: Qi = 
(bi y di) CL, is generalized quaternion; vbiv = b;‘; vd,v = b&l; 
uv = vu (; = 1,2). Hence Q = (u, v) Q1Q2 is an S,-subgroup of H which 
has order 22fl+3 and center Z(Q) = (t). 
(2.1.2) Conjugate classes of involutions in H 
Every involution t’ f t in Q1Q2 has the form t’ = x1y2 where x1 EQ~ , 
y2~Q2 and xl2 =y 22 = t. Since all elements of order 4 in SL(2, q) are 
conjugate, it follows that t’ is conjugate to t, = (b,b2)2B-2 = clc2 in H. 
By an easy computation all involutions in uQlQ2 - QlQ2 have the form 
-2 
uw2 = 2P or z&x,x, -’ = (ut)“l where xi 6Q2( and so are conjugate in H to 
u and ut, respectively. It is easily verified that u is not conjugate to ut in H. 
Similarly all involutions in uvQ1Q2 - QlQ2 1’ ie in two conjugate classes of H 
with representatives uv and uvt. Lastly involutions in vQ1Q2 - Q,Q2 have 
the form vblib,f for some integers i and j and are conjugate to v. 
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Thus we have shown that there are seven classes of involutions in H with 
representatives t, t, , U, ut, UU, uvt, and ~1. 
(2.1.3) Centralizers of involutions in H. 
The centralizer CH(tB) of t, in H is A = (1, /9i2, pzz, t&u, v) where 
t, = d,d, . An &-subgroup of A is Q = (b, , b, , t4)(u, v> and is of index 2 
in Q. The center Z(Q) = (t, t3) is a four group. The commutator group &’ 
is (b12, b,b,). Every elementary Abelian group of order 16 in Q is conjugate to 
one of the following: 
E, = <t, t,, 4, u>, 
and 
The centralizer C,(u) of u in His (t, u, v)B where 
B = (x1x2 1 x E SL(2, q)) s L,(q). 
We have C,(u) = C&ut). Similarly C,(uv) = (t, u, v)C where 
c = (.xp*~J 1 x E SL(2, q)) g L,(q) and C,(uv) = CH(UV:t). 
Finally, 
G(v) = (t, t,, u, v)<l, m, n> = E3(t m, n>. 
We check that (I, m, n) is a normal 2-complement of C,(v). 




T = ((6’,0$ 1 x E {n, v)>. 
Clearly TIT, = Tl x Tz is an SD-subgroup of H and is elementary of order 
q*. We have 
CdT,T,) = (t, 0 TIT, 
and 
llr,(TlT2) = (t, v)<l, m, n> TIT,. 
By direct computation, (c&J3 = 1. 
(2.1 S) The maximal normal subgroup of H of odd order 
It is easily seen that O(H) = (1) of order (q - 1)/2 and that H does not 
have a normal subgroup K such that 1 H/K j f 1 and is odd. 
Let XC (1). Then C,(X) = (v, 1) L,Lz and [H : C,(Z)] = 2. 
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2.2 Fusion of Involutions 
We shall show that G has two classes of involutions when q = - 1 (mod 4). 
(2.2.1) A &-subgroup of H is an S,-subgroup of G. 
Proof. This is obvious since Q, an &-subgroup of H, has cyclic center 
(2) (2.1.1). 
(2.2.2) The involution t, is not conjugate to t in G. 
Proof. By way of contradiction, suppose that t, is conjugate to t in G. 
Then there exists an &-subgroup S of C,(t,) containing & = (b, , b, , t4)(u, v 
and [S : &] = 2. H ence & 4 S. Let x E S - Q. By (2.1.3), we may assume 
E,“C& is El, E, or E,. If Elz = E, , then N(E,) $ H. Suppose that 
E,” = E, . It follows that (E1&‘)z = E,&‘. Both E,&’ and E,&’ are normal 
subgroups of an ?&subgroup Q of G and so by Burnside’s result [3, Ch. 7, 1. I] 
are conjugate in G if and only if they are conjugate in N(Q) C N(Z(Q)) =: 
AV(tj = H, a contradiction to the structure of H. If E,” = E3 , then Ezy = E, 
for a suitable y E S - Q. Thus either E,“’ = El or E2~ = E, for some 
X,yES--Q. 
(i) Suppose E, + = E, and q -I+ 3 (mod 8). Then / Q 1 = 2’ and E, 4 Q. 
From the structure of H, we have C(E,) = E, and so JV = N(E,)/E, is 
isomorphic to a subgroup of GL(4, 2) z A, . Clearly Q/E, , dihedral of 
order 8, is a $-subgroup of A’“. 
Let .,Y = O(J). Suppose that A! f 1. Consider the action of the 
four-group 
There exists an element (~r(~a in B C C(t, u,, of order 3 acting fixed-point-free 
on <t3 , L and so alazE EN. Moreover ula,E, also acts fixed-point-free 
on .F. Hence using Brauer-Wilandt’s result [7] and the fact that the centrali- 
zer of any involution in A, has order 26 . 3 or 25 . 3 [8], it follows that 
1 A%’ / = 33 or 3. Since / A, [ = 26 . 32 * 5 . 7 * the first case is not possible. 
Hence 1 A! 1 = 3 and so .A’~F = .A?’ x F. We shall now look at NJ(F) = 
LV(E,, b, , d,) n N(EJE,. Since Z(E, , b, , d,\ = (t), it follows that 
N(E, , b, , dl) C H and so 
N(E, , b, , d,) n N(E,)/E, e A,, 
a contradiction to ~6’9 g ,&’ x 9. Thus .d = 1. 
Next we consider C,(b,E,) 1 Q/El where (b,E,) = Z(Q/E,). Suppose that 
Z(S/E,) C &/El is (vE,) or (b,vE,). Then (E, , b,j is conjugate to (El , v’:) 
or (El, bp). This is a contradiction since Z(E, , w) = (t, t, , U} and 
Z(E, , b,v> = <t, t,, ut,j whereas Z(E, , b,‘ = (t, t3). Thus Z(S/E,) = 
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(b,E,j showing that 1 CdL(blE1)j > 8 and also M has two classes of involutions 
since we already know all involutions in (b,E, , d,E,) are conjugate in N. 
By our earlier remark about d, , it follows that / CM@,E,)I = 23 . 3 and we 
may apply Gorenstein-Walter’s result [4] to get N z PGL(2, r) where 
Y & 1 = $(24). But then 1 JP’ 1 does not divide 1 L4, I. Hence El cannot be 
normal in S. 
(ii) E,” = E, and q = 7 (mod 8). Again we have C(E,) = El and 
.N = N(E,)/E, is isomorphic to a subgroup of A, . By an easy computation, 
IVH(El)/E, E S, and P = (c,E, , dIEI\/ where ci = b;‘-’ is an &-subgroup 
of NH(E1)/E1 . Since 
ac, 1 dl , E,) = (t), (c,E, , d,E,) 
is an &-subgroup of .N. In particular J has only one class of involutions. 
By a similar argument as in (i), O(N) = 1. 
Since E,+ = El , (x, cl , El> C S n N(E,). Hence (x, cl’\ El/El is an 
&-subgroup of JY distinct from / c. Therefore / C,(c,E,)I >. 22 and thus 
/ CM(c,E,)] = 22 . 3. By the result of Gorenstein-Waltor [4], it follows that 
.N g L,(r) where Y & 1 = 12, a contradiction as before. So we have shown 
that El is not normal in S. 
By repeating the same argument to the case when E,” = E, , this again 
leads to a contradiction showing the falsity for our assumption that t, is 
conjugate to t. 
(2.2.3) If 26+4 divides the order of C(ut) or C(u) then u and ut lie in 
dzflerent conjugate classes of G. Furthermore if 24~~ I/ C(ut)l and u is conjugate 
to t in G, then there exists an element z1 in C(B) such that t”l = 7~; IPI = t, 
vzl = v, or uvt. 
Proof. Suppose 2Bi4 divides / C(ut)i. There exists a group SC C(ut) of 
order 201-4 containing 
1’ = it, IL, v, b,b, , d,d,)> 
of order 20+3. It follows that 1,’ 4 S. Let xi E S - U. We have Z(U) = 
/t, t, , u) and U’ = (b,b,>. Hence Z(U) n u’ = (t3>, char U and so t$ == t, . 
Now Z(U) being characteristic in U is normalized by z1 . Thus 
tZ1 E (t, tt, , u, ut,}. Clearly til # t or tt, since zr $ H and tt, wH t:, . It 
follows that tZl = u or ut, and correspondingly (tt3)z1 = ut, or u. By (2.2.2) 
and the fact that ut, wH ut we have proved the first part of the lemma. 
If 26+4 ]j C(u)], we prove in the same way that u and ut lie in different conjugate 
classes of G. 
Suppose 20+411 C(ut)i and u % t, it follows that tZ1 = u and uzl = t 
since xi2 E UC C(t, u). Thus z1 E N(t, u) and therefore zi normalizes 
C<t, u). Since B = (C<t, u>)‘, .zl E N(B). Because q = pf = - 1 (mod 4), 
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f is odd. The outer automorphism group of B s L,(p) has order 25 Hence 
replacing z1 by Z~Y, where x E (v)B if necessary, we get that .q E C(B) without 
affecting our earlier conclusions. Finally we must have ~‘~1 = my for some 
y E (t, u?B. Since ZXZ;%X~ centralizes B, it follows that y E (t, u). If y == t, 
then vZ1 = uzrt, a contradiction since z12 t I1 and ‘u is not conjugate to 
uvt in H. Similarly y -# U, and we are done. 
(2.2.4) If 2p+4 divides the order of C(uvt) or C(W), then uv and uvt lie 
in d$ferent classes of G. Furthermore if 2fl~-1 / IC’(uv)I and uv is conjugate to t 
in G, then there exists an element zz in C(C), such that tZz = uv, (uv)“~ = t, 
VQ -_ v, or ut. 
Proof. As in (2.2.3). 
(2.2.5) The involution t is conjugate to an element in (u, v, UV). 
Proof. By way of contradiction suppose that G is 2-normal. Since (t,: is 
the center of an &-subgroup Q of G, it follows from Hall-Griin’s theorem 
[3, Ch. 7, 5.21, that the greatest 2-factor group of G is isomorphic to that of 
N(Z(Q)) : II, i.e., to ~Z/L,L,(Z>, a four-group. This is a contradiction to 
condition (a) of the theorem. 
Because G is not 2-normal, it implies that there exists N in G such that 
t E Q n p but (t; is not the center of Q,“. So t” + t. On the other hand t E p 
and hence f and t” commute, i.e., t’ E N. Without loss of generality we may 
assume that t” E {u, ut, v, uv, uvt) by (2.1.2) and (2.2.2). Interchanging u by 
ut and/or z’ by at, if necessary, we get that t” E (u, v, UV). This completes the 
proof. 
Our next lemma is crucial to the whole paper-. 
(2.2.6) The group G has precisely two classes of involutions X, and 
X2 with the representatives t and ut, respectively; X1 r\ H is the union of four 
conjugate classes of H with representatives t, u, uv, v; -X, n H is the union qf 
three conjugate classes with representatives t, , ut, uvt. 
Proof. Suppose that u N t. Then by the proof of (2.2.3) ut N t, . Hence 
the subgroup (u, b, , 6, , d, , d,), a maximal subgroup of Q, has two classes of 
involutions in G with representatives t and t, . Since G has no subgroup of 
index 2, by Thompson’s lemma [3, Ch. 7, Ex. 31, F, uv, uvt are conjugate to 
t or t, . By (2.2.4), interchanging v by vt, if necessary, it follows that uv h t 
and uvt - t, . To decide whether v is conjugate to t or t, . we use (2.2.3) and 
(2.2.4) to get the following possibilities: 
(i) Z:“I = v, ~‘2 = ut. Then (vt)‘l =- uo. This is a contradiction since 
v wH rt whereas ut and uv lie in different conjugate classes of G. 
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(ii) vZl = uvt, vZz = v. Then (vt)“z = u, again a contradiction as before. 
(iii) vZl = uvt, vZ2 = ut. Then (C<t, vi)“1 = C(u, uvt) and so, by (2.1.3) 
has an &-subgroup of order 24. We compute from (2.2.4) that x2 E C(u, uvt) 
and z3 E N(u, v, t, tJ. Hence 
(z2 , u, v, t, t3) c C(u, uvt) 
has order at least 25, a contradiction. 
Thus we must be in case (iv). 
(iv) vzl z v, ~~2 = $-1. Then it follows (vt)“l = uv N t, proving all the 
assertions of the lemma. 
If uz’ - t, then using exactly the same argument as before, the lemma 
follows. 
If v - t, then M = (v, b, , h, , d1 , d,j is a maximal subgroup of Q and has 
two classes of involutions in G by our assumption and (2.2.2). By Thompson’s 
lemma [3] u, ut, uv, uvt are conjugate to t or t, . Using (2.2.3) and (2.2.4), 
interchanging u by ut and/or v by vt if necessary, the lemma follows. 
Since one of the three cases must happen by (2.2.5), the proof is complete. 
As a consequence of the above lemma, vZ1 = v and vZz = z‘. 
(2.3) Centralizer of an involution in .& . 
We begin this section with a closer look at the structure of an &subgroup 
0 -7 (u, v, 6, , b, , d,d,) of CH(ts). Ob . vlously Q is an $-subgroup of C,(t,). 
\Ve note that vd&, is an element of order 20 and (vdld.JzPA1 = t, . The central- 
izer C’~(v&AJ is (vd,d,) x (vbld1d2, ut> of order 220+1. The group 
‘v&1& , ut) is dihedral of order 24+1 and all its involutions lie in XL . The 
element act,& is inverted by elements in 0 - Cd(v&& . 
Let 
Since 
K = A'(~d,d, , vb,d,d, , utC n C,(t,). 
it follows that 
(4 t3) = Ql(a44 , vb44 9 ut>), 
K C N(t, t3) n C(t,). 
By (2.2.2), KC C(t, t3) and so K = & x (1). 
Now let S be an &-subgroup of C(ut) containing U = (t, u, v, b,b, , Cr,d,>. 
By (2.2.6), S z &. Hence there is an element s E S conjugate to vd,d, and 
we have U n (s) = (ut). Clearly t $ C(s) and so by the structure of &, 
t inverts s. Since Cs(s) is of index 2 in S, either vt or v belongs to Cs(s). 
Suppose that vt E C,(s). Then (szp-‘)-l at . t(s2’-‘) = uvt, a contradiction to 
(2.2.6). Hence v E Cs(s). Similarly we show that d,d, E C,(s). Hence 
C,(s) = (s) x (uvt dld2, uvt). 
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We note that (uvt dIdz, uvt,) is dihedral of order 2B+l and all its involutions 
lie in X, . 
We shall next show a series of minor results in preparation for the deter- 
mination of the structure of C(ut). 
(i) The involution t is not conjugate to involutions of (ut, t,;: in C(ut). 
It is only necessary to show that t is not conjugate to utt, in C(ut) since it 
is a central involution and t, E -Xi . 
We have Z(S) = (ut, t, and so it is conjugate to Z(&) == .(tt, , t$. Hence 
j C(ut, t,, i 1; C<tt, ) ta)’ = 2(q - l)(q + I)“. 
On the other hand, 
1 C(t, ut)~ = 2’ . q(q’ - 1). 
Hence t is not conjugate to utt, in C(ut). 
(ii) The group C(ut) has a subgroup M of index 2 such that 
<s x ,‘uvt d,d, , uet;\ _C 211. 
Let S” be the focal group of S in C(ut). By definition, 
S” = (xy-1 / x, y E s, x&y). 
Since B E C(ut); there exists an element b E B such that did, = tsb . t, and 
so d,d, E S*. By (2.2.4) and (2.2.6), aa E C(ut). Since tt, E C and za E C(C) 
we compute that (uvttJzz == f, . Hence uct E S*. Also s2 E 5’” since t 
inverts s. Thus 
s = I,.?,> x (d,d, , uvt; C S*. 
An element sx in SS is either a root of ut or utt, and O(sx) > 2. But elements 
in ts arc either involutions or roots of t, . Since t, , ut, utt, are not conjugate 
to one another in C(ut), no element in ss can be conjugate to an element in ts. 
Similarly no element in SS can be conjugate to an element in tss in C(ut). It 
follows, then, either S* = S or S* = <s, ,: \dIdz, uvt). In either case, 
there exists a subgroup M of index 2 in C(ut) and (s) x (d,d, , uvt) C AZ. 
(iii) Let K be 2-commutator group of M. Then K/O(K) is isomorphic toL,(q2). 
By the first theorem of Griin [3, Ch. 7, 4.21, X/K is isomorphic to S/S* 
where S* = (3 n No’, S n (,!?)z 1 x E -I$>,. The remarks at the 
beginning show that NM(S) = S x (I’> and so 
S n N,(S)’ = S’ = ((w dld# = (b,b, . 
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Since B (7 M, there is an element b E B such that (d,d,j C ?? n (s’)b. Either 
z2 or tz, is in M. In any case 
(t3)+ = ty = uvtt, . 
Hence (uvt, d,d,) c s*. 
Suppose there is an x E M such that ~-~(b,b,)~x = sjy for some 
y E (uvt, d,d,), and si f 1. If O(sj) 3 O(y), then @y is a root of ut or utt, . 
Hence sjy cannot be conjugate to (b&# which is a root of t, . If O(sj) < O(y), 
then O(y) > 2. Therefore y = (b,b#‘. Both ((b&Q) and (si(Z~,b,)~; are 
normal subgroups of 3. By Burnside’s theorem [3, Ch. 7, 4.31, they are 
conjugate in N,(s), a contradiction. Thus we have shown that 
,q* = (d,d, , uvt). Hence an S,-subgroup s* of K is dihedral of order 2B+1. 
Sext we shall show that K has only one class of involutions. Since B g L,(q) 
does not have a 2-factor group, B C K and so d,d, is conjugate to t, in k’.. For 
a suitable i, 8~~ E K and then t$ = uvtt, . Hence K has only one class of 
involutions. Since 
C(t,) n KC C(t,) n C(ut) s C(t, tJ. 
C(t,) n K has Abelian 2-complement. By the result of Gorenstein-Walter 
[4] K/O(K) s A, or L,(Y). The case K/O(K) z A, is possible only if q = 3 
since K/O(K) contains 
B(uvt;> O(K)/O(K) E PGL(2, q). 
If q = 3, then 1 C(ut, tn>! = 2’j. But the centralizer of an involution in A, 
has order 23 . 3, a contradiction. Since K/O(K) contains a subgroup isomor- 
phic to PGL(2, q), it follows that q2 divides Y, [5, Ka. 11, 8.271. On the other 
hand 
a11 d so 
(C(t,) n K),:s, t> = C(t,) n C(d) = C&t, t,‘ 
/ C(t,) n K 1 = (q” - I)e. 
Hence Y = q2, proving our result. 
(iv) The group K is a direct product of a cyclic group O(K) of order c and 
a group D isomorphic to L,(q*). Moreover, B(uvt) C D, (s) O(K) is cyclic 
of order q -k 1 and t inverts (s) O(K). 
Since C,,(,)(t,O(K)) = C,(t,) O(K)/O(K) and the fact that the centralizer 
of an involution inL,(q2) has order q 2 - 1, we have j C&t,) O(K)/O(K)l = 
q” - 1. Since j CK(t3)I = (q2 - l)e, / Co(&r3)] = e. 
Because L2(q2) is simple, clearly K is the smallest normal subgroup of M 
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with a 2-factor group. So O(K) char k-char M. It follows that O(K) 4 C(ut). 
Hence ~:c, tj acts on O(K). Since 
C(t) n C(ut) = (t, U, v)B 
does not have normal subgroup of odd order, CotK)(t) = 1. By (2.2.3) and 
(2.2.4), 3, a2 are in C(ut) and t *zzl m= vt. So Co&vt) = 1. By the theorem 
of Brauer-Wielandt [7], 
I OW)l r I G(K)M = I CO(K,(W = I c(OK)(td = e. 
Hence 
O(K) C C(t,) n C(ut) E C(t, ts> 
and so O(K) is cyclic. 
When e = I, the assertions of the lemma are now clear. Suppose e f 1. 
Since B does not have a normal subgroup of odd order, B n O(K) = 1. 
Therefore BO(K) is a splitting extension of O(K) by B. We have 
[k’ : BO(K)] := q(qa + 1) which is p rime to e. By a result of Gaschiitz 
[5, Ka.1, 17.41, K splits over O(K). This means there exists a subgroup 
D e L2(q2) such that K = DO(K) and D n O(K) =: 1. Since centralizers of 
all involutions of D contains O(K), and D is generated by involutions, 
DO(K) := D x O(K). Clearly B(uvt) C D. 
From the fact that C(vd,d,) n C(tt,) is a subgroup of index 2 in Cc<t, t3) it 
follows that C(s) n C(t,) is a subgroup of index 2 in C(ut) n C(t,) and 
O(K) C C(s), i.e., O(K)(s) is cyclic of order q j- 1. By the structure of 
C(t) n C(t,) it follows that f invests O(K)(s,, . 
Using all the results obtained so far, we are able to prove the following 
important lemma. 
(2.3.1) The centralizer C(ut) of ut in G has the following structure: 
c(d) = ((K) X D)(t; 
where c K: is cyclic of order q -{- 1; D g L,(q2), (t) D is isomorphic to the exten- 
sion of L,(q2) by the$eld automorphisms of order 2, and t inverts <K>. 
Proof. From (iv), we have D (I C(ut). The factor group 
9 = C(ut)/(C(D) n C(ut))D is a 2-group since O(K) C C(D) n C(ut). 
Because q = pf = -1 (mod 4), f is odd. It follows that an $-subgroup of 
the outer automorphism group of L,(q2) is a four-group. The group C(ut) 
cannot involve PGL(2, q”) because an &-subgroup of PGL(2, q2) is dihedral 
of order 2a-k2 and has an element of order 2b’+l whereas C(ut) does not have 
such an element. Thus 19 1 = 1 or 2. 
Suppose that t E (C(D) n C(ut))D. Then t = my where x E C(D) n C(d), 
y E D. Both t and x centralize B(uvt) and so y centralizes B(uvt). By the 
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structure of L&s), this implies y = 1. ‘Then t E C(D), a contradiction. Hence 
t g (C(D) n C(ut))D. So j 3 j = 2. 
Since (C(D) n C(ut))D/D is a subgroup of index 2 in C(ut)/D g (t, s, O(K)) 
and (C(D) n C(ut))D/D g C(D) n C(ut), we get that C(D) n C(ut) is 
either cyclic or dihedral of order q t 1. Suppose that it is dihedral. Let 
-A ut be an involution of C(D) n C(ut). Clearlv z E X2 and D is the unique 
Subgroup of C(Z) isomorphic to L,(p2). Let K := (C(D) n C(z))D lx a 
subgroup of index 2 in C(Z). 11’e shall look at the centralizer of the four-group 
3, v‘?. Since 
1 C(V) n K ~ = 2(y2 - l), / C(v) n C(z)~ = 22 . (q2 - 1) or 2 . ($ -- I). 
But this is a contradiction since C(x, t) has order 2(q - I)(q A- 1)” or 
229(q2 - 1) for all x E Xa n H. Hence we have shown that C(D) n C(ut) == 
/K> is cyclic of order 4 -$- 1. Since (K> = Z((K> x D) char (K, x D, t 
normalizes (K>. Because C(ut)/D is dihedral, t must invert K. \Ve have 
n = ((K; x 0)’ and so is normalized by t inducing outer automorphism 
on D. 
Let ~2 be the extension of PGL(2,q) by the field automorphism o of order 2. 
Let [ be a primitive element of the finite field Fgz . Set 
where Q” - 1 = 2o~+l de. We verify that 
J =; 1 Se p, wyw &= +, p;/($ ; '/--1; 
(3” *~; -c~Pl,/a. 
Y 9 
S-G5 e y”/3 (mod Z(GL(2, 4”))). 
\Ve check that <w, y, S:\ is an &-subgroup of (L2(q2), 8;. We compute that 
Since (4 - I)/2 is odd 6~ has order 2 fl+l. By our earlier remark, C(ut) does 
not have an element of order 2 E +l. It follows that D(t) 2 (L,(ga), a> and the 
lemma is proved. 
(2.4) Some subgroups of G. 
(2.4.1) There exists an element p satisfying the following relations: 
p” zzz TJ; t’” = vt; t,L” = uvtt, ; 21’” = uv, 
I\,” = (m>; (m>u Z-IL (1) and n” _ n. 
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Proof. Let A’ be an element of order (4’ - 1)/2 in D C C(ut) such that 
uvt E (A’\. Set p =- &‘+1)/4h’(~2~1)/8. Then ~2 = u and P :- ZY. Since p E C(ut), 
ZP = W. Because t, E D and t, E C,(uz?t) which is dihedral, by the structure 
of L,(q2), we have t,~ =: uvff, 
Suppose that (1 # I. From the above relations we see that p t :V(t, ZJ 
and so p normalizes (I, WI, n), which is the normal 2-complement of C(t, 2‘ 
Since (11, centralizes t:, , (1“) centralizes t,‘” := uvtt, . On the other hand 
Since n t B c D and (~z,) (J C,(uat), both K and A’ centralize ?z and so nu ~~ K 
The proof is now complete. 
(2.4.2) Let F (t, ~‘(1, m, n, . The normalizer N =~-= N;t, z> of 
(t, 7~‘: in G is thegroup (u, c2 , ut, t, , F and N/F is isomorphic to the symmetric 
group on,four letters. Moreover, (pcJ3 :- 1 == (c+ut)“. 
Proof. By (2.4. l), ,U E N(t, 8 z and from the action of p on it, V, , 
I* $ /c, , C,~t, a),). Since C<z, t? ~~ (u, t,‘ F and because the automorphism 
gro~lp of a four-group has order 6, it follows that IV/F has order 24. 
Let 1 , , ra , ya be the cosets ELF, r,F, and ,uutF, respectively. bfTl!e check that 
r 2 1 r,% 7= rzs2 = 1, y1r3 =: yyr, . 
Hy an easy computation, we verify that (pc,J and (caput)” is in Z(C(t, v>) ~~ 
(a, t) and since both pc2 and c,put act fixed-point-free on \v, tl, it follows 
(pc,J3 = 1 = (cz@)” proving our lemma. 
(2.5) S,-subgroups of G. 
With Lemmas (2.4.1) and (2.4.2), we are now able to determine the 
structure of a p-subgroup of G, which turns out eventually to be an 
S,-subgroup of G. 
Let W be the unique S,-subgroup of II containing 
7’ = ((8,8,)” s i \z, n> . 
We have C(ut) n C(W) = (K)W and 
C(d) n N(W) z ct, K, X’;W. 
Here we have used the fact W is a TI group in D; t, K, <A’> > (m, uot, 
normalize a subgroup T of W. Clearly (\ I/‘. is an S,-subgroup of C(W) and 
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is cyclic. By the transfer theorem of Burnside [3, Ch. 7, 4.31, C(W) ‘has a 
normal 2-complement M and C(w) = (K”)M. Since IW is a characteristic 
subgroup of C(W), M 4 N(W). F ur th ermore, by the Frattini argument 
N(W) = (N(K”) f-l N(W)) c(w) = (C(Ut) n N(W)) c(bf’) = (t, K, X’)M. 
VVe note that an SD-subgroup of C( IV) is also an SD-subgroup of N(W). 
The four group (u, t) acts on M. Consider 
CM(t) C C(T) n C(t) = (I, t) TIT,. 
S uppose that a nontrivial subgroup X of (K) is in CM(t). Then Xu L (m) is 
in M since p E N(W). (See 2.4.1). This is a contradiction since no subgroup of 
<nz> can centralize T. If (TIT, - T) n M f 0, it implies that there is 
1 ;‘- x E Ti n M. But then 
since (uvt, n) C (h’) and so CM(t) = TIT, . Therefore, either CM(t) = T 
or TIT,. By the theorem of Brauer-Wielandt [7], 
i M I I GA6 u>i2 = I GA4 I G&)l I G&L 
i.e., 1 111 I = q2e or q*e since 
C,(u) = (K(v+w4 -1 C,(t) @i-1)/4. 1 
Hence an SD-subgroup of N(W) has order q2 or 4”. 
Suppose 1 M 1 = q2e. This means that IV is an SD-subgroup of G and so 
is TIT, . However, 
C(T,T,) n C(t) = (t, li TIT, 
and clearly (t) is an $-subgroup of C(T,T,). This is a contradiction since 
C(W) has an &-subgroup (Ke> of order 24 and /I > 1. Thus 1 M 1 =: q4e. 
Hence we have C,(t) = TIT, . Since p E N(W), 
C&t) = (C,(t)” = T,“T,u = T,T, 
where T, = T,u, T4 = T,u. By the result of Brauer-Wielandt [7], 
1 C,(v)1 = e. Again (ut, uvt) C N(W) acts on M and, by the result of 
Brauer-Wielandt [7], , CM(z&)/ = qa e. Since uvt is conjugate to ut in G, 
a group of order q2 is normal in any subgroup of odd order containing it. In 
other words we have shown that M contains a normal S,-subgroup R. It 
follows that (T, , T2 , T3 , T4) = R and is elementary Abelian of order q* 
since R is a direct product of W with the normal elementary Abelian group 
of order q2 in C,(zlvt). Thus we have proved the following: 
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(2.5.1) The group R = c;T, , Tz , T,u, T,u) is elementary Abelian of 
order q4. 




is a p-subgroup of G of order q” and B =: PF is a subgroup of order +(q - 1)3 qF 
with F I N(P). 
Proof. We have C(T,) n C(t) = L,(l)T, where L, g SL(2, q). An 
A’,-subgroup of L, is a generalized quaternion group of order 2o+l. Obviously 
it is also an &-subgroup of C(T,). By the theorem of Brauer-Suzuki 
[3, Ch. 12, 1.11, C(T,) = (C(t) n C(T,))U where U = O(C(T,)). Clearly 
Tl C U and since (I) = Z(L,(E)) has odd order, (1) C U. It follows that 
C( TJ = L,U and L, n U = 1 since L, has no nontrivial normal subgroup 
of odd order. 
By (2.5.1) we see that C(vt) n L”2 (Z>T3T4 . From the isomorphism of 
C(vt) with C(t), the largest odd order subgroup containing TIT, in C(t) is 
(1, m, n> TIT, . It follows that 
and so 
Also 
C(ut) n U _C ((I, m, n‘. TIT&’ = (1, m, n) T3T4 
C(ut) n L’ = .l; T3T4. 
where 
C(V) n U = (C(vt) n U)“” = (1) T,T, 
T5 = T;‘; T, -2: Tp. 
By the theorem of Brauer-Wielandt / Ii’ / = q5 . (q - 1)/2. 
Suppose that (2) f 1. Then (1) = (m)u normalizes (TIT,)“ = T3T4 and 
similarly (Z)CZ = (1) normalizes (T3T4)@ = T,T, . By Gorenstein-Walter’s 
lemma [4], every element of U has the unique expression Z%yz where x E Tl , 
y E T3T4 , .z E T5T6 . Let (Y) = XC (E) and g,g, E N,(X) where g, E T,T, , 
g, E T5T6 . Then (g,g,)-l rg,g, = rj, i.e., yg,g, = rj(g;‘)(g$‘. By the unique 
expression for elements of U and the fact that gl’ E T3T4, gg’ E T5T6 , it 
follows that r = rj, g, = g;‘, g, = ggj. In other words N,(X) = C,(X). 
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This in turn implies that U has a normal $-complement for every prime J 
dividing (4 - 1)/2 by the transfer theorem of Burnside [3, Ch. 7, 4.31. It 
follows that U has a normal p-subgroup V. Obviously 
(T,, T3, T4, T,, T,:,c 1” and thus V = TlT3T4TST6. 
Since V char U, V is normal in N(T,). 
It is clear now that P = T,V is a p-group of order $. Since F C A’( Tz) 
and F 5 N(T,), B = PF is a group of order $(Q - 1)3 q6 and F C N(P). 
3. THE c.4sE q I 1 (MOD 4). 
Here 01 > 2, fi = 1, and H is a nonsplitting extension of the central product 
L,L, by the dihedral group (u, W) with 
(24, w) f-7 L1L2 = (w@-1)/2) = (((u,mp-1)/4) 
(See Section I for notation). 
(3. I. 1) &-subgroup of H. 
Set 
a, = cd1q a2 = ua,u; i-2 = uc,u; v = Wd. 
It is easily seen that 
Q = (u, vXal , cl , a2 , c2> 
is an &-subgroup of H and Z<Q> = <t). The group Qi = (ai, Ci) is a 
generalized quaternion group. Further we have the following relations: 
[Ui , v] = 1, Cl?) = alcl ; c2u = a;lc2 . 
(3.1.2) Conjugate classes of involutions in H 
Exactly as in the previous case, involutions in Q1Q2 - (t) lie in one 
conjugate class of H with representative t, = c1c2 . 
Suppose that UV~~X,Y, is an involution where x1 EL, , y2 sL2 . Then 
y2 = (u-%$v2i)h where h = 1 or t. Hence all involutions in UV~~Q~Q~ - Q1Q2 
have the forms (~)“~“l or (ut) 0~~1. It follows that they all lie in one conjugate 
class with representative u since ut = (arz~)-~‘-’ u(~~u)~~-‘. Similarly all 
involutions in uv2(f1Q1Q2 - Q1Q2 are conjugate to uv in H. 
If q = 5(8), 01= 2. Then (vQrQ2 u v-‘Q1Q2) - Q1Q2 does not have involu- 
tions. If q = l(8), by a straight-forward but tedious computation, all involu- 
tions in viQrQ2 - QlQ2 are conjugate to z = v2U-z(ala2)2a-3. 
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Hence we have shown that H has four conjugate classes of involutions 
with representatives t, t, , u, and uv when y G- 5(S). When q = l(8), H has 
five conjugate classes of involutions with representatives t, t, , U, uv, and 2. 
(3.1.3) Centralizers of involutions in Ii 
Let s = (v)“*-~ = (IY~oL~)~~-“. Then 
CH(S) = (U, zc;(a, ) a, ) L, 
where t, = c1c2 of order (y - 1)“. Set 
C,(s) = (u, v)(a, , al, t&1, m, zz> 
where (I, m, n> is the normal 2-complement of C,(S) of order d3. 
The centralizer C,(u) of u in H is (t, u‘,B where 
B =: (xFxa 1 x E X(2, y); E L,(q). 
Similarly C,(uv) G (1, uv)C where 
c _ (xlv-l‘x.,v .x t SL(2, y)) z L,(q). 
In the case y I l(8), the centralizer C,(Z) of z in H is L,(w, azi and 
\e, 0, , a, , cl> is an &-subgroup of CH(a), whose commutator group is 
<‘a, . It is easily checked that C,(z) d oes not contain elementary Abelian 
groups of order 16. 
(3.14) &-subgroups of H 
Let Ir; m= (19,~ 1 x E (a, n);‘ and I’, =- T?. C’learlg- TIT, = T, x T? is 
an S,-subgroup of H and is elementary Abeiian. \Ve have 
(3.2) Fzzsio?z of involutions 
LVe shall show that G has only one class of involutions when q L 5(8) and 
two classes of involutions when y _ l(8). 
(3.2.1) An &-subgroup of H is an S,-subgroup of G. 
Proof. Obvious, since an &-subgroup 9 of H has cyclic center cut’\. 
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(3.2.2) When Q = 1 (S), the conjugate class in H containing z does not 
fuse with other conjugate classes of I-1. 
Proof. By (3.1.3) an &-subgroup of C,(z) is 
T =. (v, a, , a2 , cl;‘ 
of order 23zp1. Suppose that x is conjugate to 1 in G. Then there exists a 
2-group S containing T such that [S : T] = 2. Since T’ = (al) char T and 
T -3 S, (al) <I S. But then it follows that there is an x E S - H centralizing 
t :: (al)2e-1 a contradiction. Hence s is not conjugate to t in G and 
incidentally, we have also shown that T is an S,-subgroup of C,(z). 
This implies that .z is not conjugate to U, UV, or s since C(U), C(W), and C(s) 
all have elementary Abelian groups of order 16 but C(z) does not. This 
c(JnqTJleteS the proof. 
(3.2.3) If u is co+gate to t in G, then s is conjugate to t in G. 
Proqf. By (3.1.3), T = (t, 2~; x <ala, , crc2\ is an S,-subgroup of CH(u). 
By our assumption there exists an element s in a 2-group S of C(U) containing 
T such that .v E S - H, and .v normalizes T. 
If q ~= .5(S), T is elementary Abelian. Let 
s, = {s, ts. t3 ) tt, , St, ) tst,} 
all of whose involutions are conjugate in H. Similarly 
s, = [u, ut, us, uts, ut, , utt, , ust, ) utst,) 
consisting of involutions conjugate in H. We have S, u S, u {t, 11 -~ 1’. 
Since m $ H, tz f t. If t” 5 S, or ss t S, , then we are finished. Hence we 
may assume t” E S, and s7 E S, . Then (ts)” E S, . The result follows because 
s is conjugate to ts in Hand from the assumption that u is conjugate to t. 
If q E= l(8), 7’ is non-Abelian and Z(T) = (t, u, s). We have 
7” -7 ((a,a,)2>. Thus x normalizes both Z(T) and Z(T) r\ T’ = (s>. Hence 
s” = s. If tS = ts, then we are finished; otherwise t” E Z(T) - (t, s’,. The 
result follows as before. 
(3.2.4) If uv is conjugate to t in G, then s is conjugate to t in G. 
Proqf. As in (3.2.3). 
(3.2.5) Ifs is conjugate to t in G, then G has only one class of involutions 
when q = 5(8) and two classes of involutions when q L- l(8). 
Proof. Let 144 = (al , cl , a2, cp). It is a maximal subgroup of an 
&-subgroup Q of G. Since G does not have a subgroup of index 2, 
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by Thompson’s lemma, [3, Ch. 7, Ex. 31, u and uz1 are conjugate to some 
involutions in M. The result follows from (3.1.2) and (3.2.2). 
(3.2.6) When q E 5(8), G has otzly one class of involutions. When 
q = l(8), G has precisely two classes of involutions. 
Proof. Using exactly the same arguments as in (2.2.5), we can show that t 
is conjugate to an element in (u, uz’, 5 j. The result then follows from (3.2.3) 
(3.2.4), and (3.2.5). 
(3.3) Some subgroups of G) 
The results of this section are needed for the construction of a subgroup 
G, , which is a (B, N) pair. 
Let i be an involution in H conjugate to t in G. W-e observe that 
NH(i, t)/C(i, t) has order 2. Consider the four-group A = (t, u). Let 
x E N(A) n C(u) - C(A) which exists because of (3.2.6) and the above 
observation. Then t” = ut, ut” = t. Since s E N(,4), .\ normalizes C(A) and 
hence normalizes C(A)’ == B, i.e., B,’ = B. 
When q = l(8), we have (v2a,a;1)zam3 E N(4) and centralizes B. Put 
,r$ = x-1(&z1a;1)2”-3 X. Hence 2’ centralizes B” = B. Let v :: Z’ . (v2ala;1)2a-3 
and p = [z’, &*]. W e compute that the following relations hold: 
Because 
p2 E C(t, s, u, 6, = ,:t, s, u. t, 
and since p does not fix any element in / t, s, u, t:,, .-- (ut, s,,, p2 E (ut, s . 
If p2 = 1, ut or uts, replacing p by q, ut, or put, , respectively, we may 
assume that p2 = s without affecting the previous relations. 
When q = 5(8), vu, acts as an outer automorphism of order 2 on B. Hence 
(vaJz acts as an outer automorphism of order 2 on B” = B. Because 
q = pf = 5(8), f is odd. The outer automorphism group of B :-= L,(q) is 
Abelian of order 2f. Hence (va,)(va,)z is inner on B. Therefore v == va,(aa,)% 
centralizes B for a suitable b E B. WTe check that 
t" zzz u; U" zzz uf, ) (Uf)', = t. 
Let Z’ = (va,)” and p = [x’, n]. Then it is easily verified that p has the same 
action on (t, (Y~oL~, t, ,u) as in the case q ~- l(8). Thus we have proved the 
following result. 
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(3.3.1) There exist elements v, p in G such that t” = u; uy = ut; 
(ut)" = t; v c C(B); t@ = ts; 2P = US;(CQOL~)~ = (Y~OL~ ; tsu = ustt, andp2 = s. 
(3.3.2) LetF = (w, 01 , a2> and IV = N<t, s). Then N/F is isomorphic 
to the symmetric group on four letters. Moreover we have (pcJ3 = 1 = (cB+t)3. 
Proof. From (3.3.1) we see that p E N(t, s). Therefore p normalizes 
C(t, s), C(t, s)’ and 
C(t, s)’ n C(t, s) = F. 
Since / C(t, s)/F 1 = 4 and from the fact p q+ NH(t, s/, it follows that 
/ B/F 1 = 24. 
Let rl , r2 , ra denote the cosets pF, c.,F, and c,putF, respectively. Clearly 
rl? = r2 2- - r3 2 = 1 and rlr3 = rgrl . Both (~Lc~)~ and 
(C2$U)3E c(t, s, u, t,,, = (t, s, u, t3j. 
Since pc2 and c,put act fixed-point-free on (t, s, u, t3), it follows then, 
&x2)3 = 1 = (caput)3. 
Hence we have also shown that (rr , ra , 1.~1 satisfies Moore’s relations and so 
(r r , r2, r3J g S, proving our lemma. 
(3.3.3) Suppose i(Z)1 # 1. Let I’ be a nontrivial subgroup qf (1). 
Then C(Y) C C(t) = H. 
Proof. From the structure of H, C,(Y) = L,L,(w), a subgroup of index 2 
in H. Since S = (a, , cl , a2 , c2 , v) is an S,-subgroup of C,(Y) and has 
cyclic center (v2a,a2-1) 2 (t), it is clear that S is an S,-subgroup of C(Y). 
By (3.3.2), involutions in S - (a, , c r , a2 , c2), if they exist, are not conjugate 
to t. By the structure of SL(2, q) involutions in (aI, cr , a2, c2) lie in two 
conjugate classes of C,(Y) with representatives t and s. Suppose s is conjugate 
to t in C(Y). Then there is a 2-group T C C(s) n C(Y) and 
S n C(s) = (al , a2 , clcp , v) C T. 
Hence there is x E T - S n C(s) and x E N(S n C(s)). Since 
Q,((S n C(S))‘) = (t, s),, x E N(t, s>, 
it follows that t” = ts; (ts)” = t. Thus px-’ E C(t, s) [See (3.3.1)]. But 
C(t, s) C N(Y). Hence Yu = Y” = Y. Since t, E C(Y), ustt, = t,@ E C(Yu) = 
C(Y), a contradiction. Therefore we have shown that t is not conjugate to 
other involutions of S in C(Y). 
By the result of Glaubermann [2], 
C(Y) = (C(Y) n C(t)) O(CW)- 
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Set M = O(C(Y)). The four-group (,,t, s: acts on M. By the result of Brauer- 
Wielandt [4], M = C,(t) CM(ts) C,(s). By (3.3.1), 
C,w(t~) = (C(t) n O(C,(Y~~))I^-‘. 
Since 
’ I, in, “/ -= O(C(t, s)), 
and p E N(t, s\, we have p E N(I, nz, 11‘. Since 
(I: -:: C(t,) n (I, m, PZ\, ;Ill> --: C(ustt,) n (1, m, II, ~ (,r7zi. 
In particular, *y = YJ~ C (m ). Thus 
C(t) n C(X) = <aI , LYE , W, utg, 
which has the normal 2-complement (I, 111, n). So 
C(t) n O(C(X)) C (I, HZ, n;j 
and 
CM(h) C (I, m, ?zj”-’ ~~ (I, m, n). 
Also 
Lastly 
C,(s) -=- (C~(tS))C” c (I, m, 72). 
C(t) n O(C( Y)) C (1: 
since (I) is the maximal normal subgroup of odd order in C(t) n C(Y). It 
follows then 
JZ c (I, m, II,‘ i- C(t), 
proving the result C(Y) C C(t). 
(3.3.4) The centralizer C(B) of B in G is isomorphic to L,(q). 
Proof. We have C(B) n C(t) = ~~zu%~o~~~, u>, a dihedral group of order 
(q ~ 1). If q -: 5(S), (t, u) is an &-subgroup of C,(B). By (3.3.1), we have 
v E C(B) acting fixed-point-free on (t, u;. This implies, in particular, that 
(t, u) is an &-subgroup of C(B). If q m-7 l(8), an &-subgroup of C,(B) is 
(u, v’) where n’ = (z+a,a;‘) and has the center (t). Hence (u, a’) is an 
&-subgroup of C(B). Again by (3.3. I), u is conjugate to t in C(B). Since 
aa E K(B), v’ -= vzI”l 
centralizes Bual = B. We compute t”’ --= uv’. Thus in this case too, C(B) has 
only one class of involutions. 
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Since C(t) n C(B) has Abelian 2-complement, by the result of Gorenstein- 
Walter [4], 
for some odd Y or A, . 
We show next that M = O(C(B)) = 1. By the Brauer-Wielandt’s formula 
[7], and the fact C(B) has only one class of involutions, 1 JI 1 -= 1 C,(t)i”. 
Suppose that 1 f CM(t) C (I). Let h be an element of prime order in C,(t). 
Then we have CM(t) C C,(h) g H, a contradiction to (3.3.3). Hence M = 1. 
By the structure of &(Y), 
1 C(t) n C(B)1 = Q - 1 = Y -1. 1. 
The cases C(B) z L,(q + 2) or A, are not possible as this would imply that 
C(s, ta\ contains a subgroup isomorphic to L,(q + 2) or A, contrary to (3.1.3) 
and (3.2.6). This completes the proof that C(B) e L,(y). 
(3.4) SD-subgroups of G. 
We shall now construct a p-subgroup of G which will turn out to be an 
SD-subgroup of G. 
(3.4.1) The group (Tl , T2 , T,lL, T,“) is elementary dbelian of 
order q3. 
Puoqf. Let 
T = (xuxu / s E Tl) 
Then we have 
and Yi+ z= (x-*uxu / x E T,‘. 
C,(T) = <zu~o~&~, u) TIT,. 
For the same reason as in the proof of (3.3.4), (u2a1aF1, U> is an &-subgroup 
C(T). Since 
(w2ala;1, u) c C(B) E L,(q) 
by (3.3.4), C(T) has only one class of involutions. Further C(t) n C(T) has 
Abelian 2-complement. Therefore by the result of Gorenstein-Walter [4], 
C(T)/&’ is isomorphic to d, or L2(r) where M = O(C(T)). When q + 5, 
C(T)/&’ cannot be isomorphic to A, since C(T)/M contains a subgroup 
C(B)M/M isomorphic to L,(Y). If q = 5, C(T)/&! has an S,-subgroup of 
order 4 whereas an &-subgroup of A, has order 8. Thus we have shown that 
C( T)/M is isomorphic to L,(Y) for some odd Y. 
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Suppose q # 5. Since C(T)/&’ contains a subgroup isomorphic to L,(q), 
this implies that r = q” for some integer k. But, on the other hand, 
(C(t) n C(T))1~/M has order at most q” - q since T L M. It follows that 
F = y. 
When q := 5, C(T)/M is isomorphic to L,(5) or La(19). If the latter is the 
case, we obtain M = T. Since C(T) 1 C(B)T; C(B)T is a split extension of T, 
by the result of [5, Ka. II, 17.41, 
C(T) = K :< 1’. 
Now alal E X(T) and so normalizes 
C(T)’ = K r, C(B)’ --:- C(B). 
Since (&z~u;~, U, alaa> is not dihedral, K(a,a, J is not isomorphic to 
PGL(2, 19). In other words, uruax centralizes K for a suitable x E K. Both 
u,a,x and qua centralize C(B). Therefore s centralizes C(B) C K. It follows 
x = 1 since no nontrivial element of K can centralize a subgroup isomorphic 
to L,(5). Thus (zrua E C(K), a contradiction to the structure of H. 
Thus C(T)!M s L,(q) for all q. In particular 
C(f) n M = TIT, = {T, ii). 
In the proof of (3.3.1), we have an element 2’ E N(T) such that tt’ mu U. 
Since M char C(T), z’ E N(M). Therefore C,(u) = (T, ?‘> and C,(ut) ==- 
(T, 5?“>. Hence M = <T, L?“, p’, TV”? of order q4. 
Using information in (3.3.1), we get I% == USLJ and z’ts = usz’. Since 
us E C(F), it follows that 
(T”, LP’ ‘: C&h). 
The order of 
is at least q?. But an SD-subgroup of C(O) has order q2. It follows 
(P ) T”“‘) := C,(fs). 
Applying Brauer-Wielandt’s formula on M using the four-group (t, s>, we 
get C,(s) = 1. Hence by the result of Zassenhaus, M is Abelian and so 
elementary Abelian of order q*. 
To complete the proof, we shall show that C,(t~)w = ( Tl , T,). Since 
We have 
(ts)” = t, C,(ts)u 2 C(f). 
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Since x’ E N(T), 2’~ E N(,)@-’ = N( pi>. Therefore C’&t~)u contains 
p’u = T. But (Tl , T,) is the unique S,-subgroup of C(t) containing 1”. It 
follows that C,(ts)’ = (Tl , T2) and so 
~L’~(ts)~~ = C,(ts) = (TILL, T,“\ 
because p2 = s E N(T) and p2 E N(M). 
(3.4.2) Let 0, = O1w; 0, = 0,~; 0, = 02; 0, = 022; T3 = 7’;; 
T4 = T2y T5 = Tga; T6 = T2. Then P = TlT2T3T4T5T6 is a p-subgroup 
of order q6 and B = PF is a subgroup of order $(q - 1)3 q6 with F C N(P). 
Proof. Almost identical to that of (2.52). 
4. THE SUBGROUP G, 
From now on, we shall assume that q is any odd prime power. We shall 
show that BNB is a subgroup and a (B, N) pair. 
(4.1) Let V, = (Tl, T,, T3, T4, T,); 
V, = CT,, 7’3, Ta, T,, Ttd and V3 = ( Tl, Tz , T3 , Td , TG. 
Then p E N( V,), c2 E N( V,), and put E N( V,). 
Proof. From (2.4.1) and (3.3.1), it is immediate that 
T,fi’ = T 3 , TzU = T, , T3U = Tl , T4u = Tz . 
By (2.4.2) and (3.3.2), we have &LC~)~ = 1. Hence 
p-lo@ = (p?cLy) O(pc2p) = c&o,c;1) p-Q;1 = 0, . 
Since w acts fixed-point-free on T, , WUQ acts fixed-point-free on T3 . Let 
.Y E T, Then ,r = hklO,h for some h E (wuc2) C F and 
cL-‘xp = (h&)-l (CL-‘O,CL)hu E T5 
because hu E F and F C N( Ti) for all i. Thus p E N( V,). The other assertions 
may be proved similarly. 
For later use, we exhibit the action of p, ca , put on VI , V, , V3 by the 
following table: 
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(4.2) The following relations hold in the group G: 
(C2c12)3 -= (p&)3 =~~ (pUteJ3 = I. 
Proof. From the structure of H, (c&Q3 = 1. We have 
(C202)uc~ = (c;;-1c2pc2) t?, ==~ /Los 
and 
by (2.4.1), (3.3.1), (2.4.2), and (3.3.2) proving the lemma. 
Put 
By (2.4.2) and (3.3.2), W g S, , th e s y mmetric group on four letters. For any 
x’ t W, let l(x) = 1 denote the smallest positive integer such that x = ri ... yi 1 , 
where r, E {Y, , ra , Y.J. Let 
w(rl) = p.; W(Y2) = c2 ; w(r3) -: put. 
For any .w E W where x 2. Y,~ ... T,, , let W(X) = w(ri,) ... w(ri,). As usual 
BxB shall denote Bw(x)B. 
By (2.4.2), (2.5.2), (3.3.2), and (3.4.2), we have B n 1%’ =m F and F ./I A-. 
We shall now show the following result. 
(4.3) TJze set of elements BNB is a (B, IV) pair of type A, . 
Proof. First we show that Gi = B v Br,B are subgroups of G. Consider 
G, = B u BpB. The group B may be written in the form B -:= (FL’,) TF . 
Since p E N(FV,) and p2 : n2a-1 E B, it is sufficient to show that 
/LX~EBU BpB for XET~- 1. 
As WUQ acts fixed-point-free on T, , x -7 l~-~8,lz for some h E (~““‘1,. Then 
p.xp ~ k--‘@$k 
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where k = W1 E F (7 B. Since (~0,)~ = 1, by (4.2), it follows that 
/LX/L = k--‘8,1~-18,1k E B/LB. 
Hence G, is a group. Similarly G, , G, are subgroups of BNB. 
We shall show next that for any i and x E W, if Z(r,k) > Z(x), then 
r,Bx C Br,xB. Put 
Since W z S, and y1 , rg , r3 satisfy the bIoore’s relations we may identify 
1’1 , Y? , Ye with the transpositions (12), (23), (34), respectively. Let 
c,, - (l), Cl := {rl ) Y? , TX). 
Let c,, be the set of words of length n. Then 
is clearly the set of elements x in I&’ with Z(X) = n. To prove our result, it is 
only necessary to show that, for those x EN such that Z(r?y) 2 Z(x), 
~,S?Y c Br,xB. By an easy computation using the table, we see that this is 
the case. 
row by the theorem of Tits [6], BNB is a (B, N) pair of type iz;, . 
(4.4) The group G contains a subgroup G, isomorphic to L,(q). 
Proof. By a result of Abe [l], BNB contains subgroups K and G, such 
that G,/K G L,(q). Now K is necessarily odd and G,, contains a four-group 
: t’, t-y, all of whose involutions are conjugate in GO . Comparing / CG(t’)I 
with / C’,“(t’)K/K I, it follows that C&t’) n K = 1 and C,(t’) C G,, . 1)); the 
theorem of Brauer-Wielandt, ~ K 1 = 1. Thus we have G,, s L,(q). 
Before proving the identity, we show that G is simple. 
5. IDENTITY G = G,, 
(5.1) The group G is simple. 
Proof. Suppose M = O(G) f 1. Act on :U by the four-group (t, ez‘-‘i. 
LVe note the involutions in (t, uZ”-~ ) all lie in a conjugate class of G by (2.2.6) 
and (3.2.6). Since O(C(t)) = <Z>,, it follows that C,(t) c (1). If C,(t) ==- 1 
then by Brauer-Wielandt’s result, M = 1, a contradiction. If C,(t) -- 1, 
again by Brauer-Wielandt, 112 := C,(t). Consider C(&f). It is normal in G 
and has an &-subgroup of index 2 in an S,-subgroup of G. In other words 
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G/C(M) has cyclic &-subgroup of order 2. By Burnside’s transfer result 
[3, Ch. 7, 4.31, G/C’(M) has a normal 2-complement in contradiction to 
condition (a) of the theorem. Hence O(G) = 1. 
Suppose next that G has a proper normal subgroup K with odd factor 
group G/K. Since C(t) does not have a proper normal subgroup with odd 
index in C(t), C(t) C K. The Frattini argument shows that G = KN,(Q). 
But -V,(Q) C C(t) and hence G =: LV, a contradiction. 
Suppose G has a normal subgroup M such that both 1 .VI 1 and 1 G/M 1 are 
even. Now Q n AZ is an &-subgroup of iZ(I and is normal in Q. Hence it 
contains Z(Q) =: <t>, and also u which is conjugate to t and ut. Thus M 
contains all involutions conjugate to t and ut. This implies that Q C M since, 
by direct computation, M contains subgroups generated by involutions 
conjugate to t or ut and M contains conjugates of these subgroups. It follows 
that I G/M / is odd, a contradiction. This completes the proof. 
To complete the proof of the theorem, we prove the following: 
(5.2) G, = G. 
Suppose by way on contradiction that G - G, f i”; . We have three cases 
to consider. 
(i) q I:- - I (mod 4). 
By (2.3.1), (4.4), and (5.1) G, IS a strongly embedded subgroup of G, and 
hence by the result of Suzuki-Thompson [3, Ch. 9, 2.21, G has only one class 
of involutions, a contradiction. Hence G = G, . 
(ii) q ~=. 1 (mod 8). 
Let i be an involution in G - G, conjugate to z (See 2.2.2). Then (i, t) is 
dihedral and its order is divisible by 8. Let j be a central involution of (i, t). 
Suppose j is conjugate to t in G. First we have j E C(t) C G,, . By our assump- 
tion C(j) C G,, since G, contains the centralizers of its involutions conjugate 
tot.ThusiEG,, a contradiction. Hence j is conjugate to z in G. The four- 
group it, j:> contains two involutions conjugate to t and one conjugate to z. 
But (t, j\x is conjugate to (t, z) in H and (t, z) contains two involutions 
conjugate to x, a contradiction. Thus G = G, . 
(iii) q - 5 (mod 8). 
In this case G has only one class of involutions and G, is a strongly 
embedded subgroup of G. Hence by Suzuki-Thompson [3, Ch. 9, 2.21, 
G, C‘(t)K, where K has odd order. Since G, E L,(q), 
~ K I = g(qe + 1)(1 + q + q2)q4 j C(t) n K I. 
Let p” be the maximal power of p dividing 1 K /. Since K is solvable a Hall 
subgroup of M of order &(q2 + l)(q2 + q + 1)~” exists. By [5, Ka. II, 7.31, 
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G, contains a cyclic Hall subgroup T* of order j(q2 + 1). By a result of 
Wielandt, [5, Ka. III, 5.81 we may assume T* C M. Suppose 1 + (xi = 
T* n T*g for some g E M, by [5, Ka. II, 7.31, NM(x) = T* and so 
T* = T*Y. Also N,(T*) = T*. Thus M is a Frobenious group with the 
Froberious kernel of order (q2 -1 q + 1)~” which is nilpotent by a result of 
Thompson [5, Ka. V, 8.131. This gives a contradiction since the centralizer 
of an element of order p in L,(q) is not divisible by q2 + q i- I. 
Thus we have shown that G = G, for all odd q. 
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